
Formulate Essential Entice
 

FormulateTM Essential Entice is a double-sided tension fabric display stand that 
features a clear, acrylic shelf. Entice is offered with a curved or sloped top and 
allows you to dress up any space with your own graphic. Entice comes with a 
canvas over-the-shoulder carry bag.

features and benefits:

Shipping dimensions:
Entice 01: 36.6”l x 18.9”w x 7.9”h 
930mm(l) x 480mm(w) x 200mm(h)

Approximate shipping weight:
Entice 01: 25.3 lbs / 11 kgs

Shipping

Graphic material:
dye-sublimation elastic pillowcase fabric

dimensions:

Hardware Graphic

additional information:

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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- Double-sided tension fabric display stand
- Clear, acryilc shelf
- Easy to store and ship
- Quick to set up

- Choose between a curved or sloped top
- Kit includes: one frame, pillowcase elastic

fabric graphic, acrylic shelf and carry bag
- One year limited hardware warranty against

manufacturer defects

Assembled unit: 
Entice: 31.5”w x 89.5”h x 17.875”d 
800mm(w) x 2273mm(h) x 454mm(d) 

Approximate weight:  
Entice: 23.8 lbs / 10.8 kgs

Total visual area:
Entice: 36”w x 102.75”h
914.4mm(w) x 2610mm(h)

Please be sure to include a 2” bleed 
around the perimeter.

Counter dimensions: 34.5”w x 6.25”d
876mm(w) x 159mm(d)

Height from ground:
39.25”(997mm)

Max Recommended Weight: 15 lbs / 6.8 kgs



Assembly:
Assemble unit by laying tubes flat on the floor. Connect the bungee tube rails by pressing the 
push snap buttons in and sliding over (see drawing below) following the number labels listed, 
T1 to T1, T2 to T2 and so on. 

TUBE CONNECTION

CONNECT TUBE BY MATCHING  
NUMBER TO NUMBER, PRESSING  

PUSH PIN BUTTON AND SLIDING OVER
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BUNGEE-CORDS



STEP 1: ASSEMBLE FRAME

Connect bungee tubes by lining up 
holes with snap buttons

Slide graphic over top of frame and 
pull elastic fabric around base

STEP 3: ATTACH GRAPHIC

STEP 2: ATTACH BASE

Connect bungee tubes by lining up 
holes with snap buttons

Connect corners of frame by lining 
up holes with snap buttons

Connect table arm with clamps and 
screws *Repeat for other side

Mount frame to base with screw

Frame assembly is complete once all 
sides are connected Unit is complete

STEP 4: ATTACH TABLE




